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LEGAL MEDICINE SYMPOSIUM
INTRODUCTION
It is no secret that personal injury suits comprise the great
majority of cases on the dockets of our courts today. Nor should
it come as any great surprise that the most difficult aspect of
these cases, from the lawyer's point of view, concerns the pre-
paration and presentation of medical evidence. Realizing this,
many law schools, including the University of Kentucky College
of Law, now offer courses in legal medicine designed to at least
introduce future attorneys to basic medical problems they can
expect to encounter in personal injury litigation. In addition,
numerous seminars dealing with legal-medical problems are being
offered for those practicing attorneys with the time and money to
attend. Even more numerous books and articles are available on
the subject.
The purpose of this symposium is to identify specific problem
areas in the preparation and presentation of medical evidence and
to assist the trial attorney in solving these problems. Some of the
highly qualified experts in the field, both locally and nationally,
consented to assist us in accomplishing this purpose and have
contributed their special knowledge of law, medicine and trial
techniques to this symposium.
The first three articles deal with techniques of obtaining, pre-
paring and presenting the medical evidence necessary for a suc-
cessful personal injury lawsuit. Noted trial lawyer, lecturer and
author, Moe Levine, reveals his technique for obtaining an inter-
view and medical report from an expert physician in an "emer-
gency" situation. Prominent Kentucky attorney, Robert Turley,
discusses the proper technique to be utilized in preparing a
medical witness to testify. Albert Averbach, nationally known trial
lawyer and author of the seven volume series, Handling Accident
Cases, then describes the various forms of medical demonstra-
tive evidence which can be used to bolster the doctor's testimony.
Once the evidence is prepared, the question becomes whether
it is sufficient to be admitted into evidence at trial and to consti-
tute the basis for an instruction to the jury. Joe Savage, trial law-
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yer and instructor in legal medicine at the University of Ken-
tucky College of Law, addresses his article to the degree of
medical certainty necessary to overcome these hurdles in Ken-
tucky.
The last two articles deal with specific medical problems on
which a cause of action might be based. Dr. Robert Tuby, widely
renowned orthopedic surgeon and co-author, with Mr. Averbach
and another, of Volume VI of Handling Accident Cases, has
testified in hundreds of personal injury suits. His article presents
a simplified and concise discussion of various factors affecting
the prognosis of bone fractures. Professor David Saxe of the City
University of New York directs his research to medical mal-
practice litigation, specifically in the rather new and somewhat
unfamilar area of negligently administered psychiatric treatment.
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